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A Matter of Death and Life
By D.L. Kline

AMatter of Death 
and Life deals with 
a subject that touches

all of us and the illusion of
death—what really happens to
us when our physical bodies
cease to function and, more
importantly, how we plan all
our lives to make the most of
our brief time on Earth.
“Nobody ever ‘dies.’ When

this body you are currently
inhabiting ceases to function, 
and an earthly life can no
longer be maintained by it,
you, the real you, your soul 
if you will, simply leaves that
body and returns to your home
in the dimension next to this one.” 
D. L. Kline lived a fairly ordinary life until an unexpected psychic

awakening at the age of 60. Now he is writing a series of books
about his spiritual journey to help others find their own paths.

www.BalboaPress.com   www. davenjasper.com
$12.99 Soft Cover / $5.99 Ebook   ISBN 978-1-5043-8046-1

Available at www.robinspielberg.com and Amazon.com
$15.00 CD / $9.99 digital download  UPC: 761528001626
Retailers contact CPIdistro@gmail.com, 440-333-2208

The Urantia Book
The New Jesus Gospel
Over 800,000 in print 

Welcome to the literary 
masterpiece that answers
questions about God, life 

in the universe, the history and future
of this world, and the life of Jesus.
The Urantia Book harmonizes 
history, science, and religion into a
philosophy of living that brings new
meaning and hope into your life. 
If you are searching for answers,
read The Urantia Book!
The world needs spiritual truth that

provides individuals with a pathway
into a personal relationship with God.
The book describes an endless destiny 
for humankind, teaching that living 
faith is the key to spiritual progress 
and eternal survival.  
The last part is the inspiring story of

Jesus’ life and teachings as never told before. It includes his birth,
childhood, teenage years, adult travels and adventures, public min-
istry, crucifixion, and 19 resurrection appearances. When you read his
story, you’ll find your own life purpose invigorated and transformed.

Urantia Foundation 
$19.95 Softcover  

ISBN 978-0-911560-51-0
$24.95 Hardcover  

ISBN 978-0-911560-07-7
www.Urantia.org

:

On the Edge of A Dream - Piano CD Dictionary
Dreams – Signs – Symbols
The Source Code

This dictionary is written
by Kaya, one of today’s
most eminent specialist

in dream interpretation, assisted
by over 100 of his students, 
who are doctors, psychologists,
therapists, linguists, teachers 
and specialists in many fields. 
This dictionary helps us dis-

cover in great depth the most
common symbols in dreams 
and signs. Each word is ana-
lyzed in detail with its physical
and metaphysical characteristics,
and a synthesis defining the 
+ and the – of each symbol is
included.
With this book, we enter the very heart of 

our memories, our potential, and the probabilities of what we
may become. 

Universe/City Michael   www.ucm.ca
$31.45 Soft Cover  ISBN 978-2-923654-25-6
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Healing and
Transformation
Moving From the Ordinary
to the Extraordinary
By Eric Alsterberg, PhD

This is a guide to
transforming your

life, connecting with
the divine within 
yourself to create a
sacred relationship with
God/Creator/Source.
Dr. Alsterberg

reveals how spiritual
and psychological egos
prevent human beings
from overcoming 
personal obstacles and
achieving spiritual transformation. Healing of
both egos can lead to transformation and oneness
with God, remembering we are spiritual beings
having a human experience. He shares the tools
for walking the spiritual path in his revolutionary
how-to manual.
Learn how to heal and transform your rela-

tionship with yourself, your loved ones, your
community and ultimately, the nation and the
world in which we live.

Strategic Book Publishing  ericalsterbergbooks.com
$16.79 Pbk  $9.99 Kindle  ISBN 978-1612049816

Spirits messages will shift you out 
of the collective shadow and into the 

higher vibrations of safety-hope 
and understanding of the One Love 
and Light of our planets incredible 

Cosmic  Ascension.

ISBN  9781541379763
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“I love Bragg 
Vinegar Drinks. 

They are my secret 
of all secrets.”
– KATY PERRY,

Singer

“Paul Bragg did more for America’s 
Health than any person I know of.”

– Dr. C. EVERETT KOOP,
Former US Surgeon General  

“Bragg's easy to 
follow Health 
Program makes 
my days Healthy!”

– CLINT            
EASTWOOD, 
Bragg Follower 
over 65 Years

Also In
Spanish

#1 in
Russia

Also In
Spanish

Also In
Spanish

DISTRIBUTED BY

National Book Network

(800) 62-6 20
NBNbooks.com

BRAGG® Health Science Books 

Bragg, 
Patricia
Bragg,

800-  6-1990
BRAGG.com

10 Must Read Books for Health – They Inform, Influence & Inspire!

GARY RENARD’S SHOCKING NEW BOOK!
The Lifetimes When Jesus and Buddha Knew 
Each Other: A History of Mighty Companions
Two and a half decades ago,
Ascended Master Teachers Arten 
and Pursah appeared to Gary Renard
and held a series of in-person conver-
sations with him. Gary immortalized
what he learned in the books of his
best-selling series: The Disappear-
ance of the Universe trilogy. 

This fourth book is a companion to
the original three, yet written to stand
alone, an invitation for new readers
into this fascinating work. It explores
six of the lifetimes in which the 
incarnations of Jesus and Buddha
intersected, beginning in 700 B.C. 
By describing the experiences and
spiritual lessons J and B learn on 
their path, Arten and Pursah clarify
the difference between duality and
non-duality. When you are able to
internalize these lessons, you will be
saved countless years in your spiritual
development.

CONTENTS
Author’s Note
A Course in Miracles: 
What It Teaches, and Its Relevance 
to Jesus and Buddha

PART ONE: B.C.
1. The Ladder to Enlightenment
2. From Shintoism to Lao-Tzu: 
Early Peak Experiences

3. A Time as Hindus
4. Plato and Friends
5. Siddhartha and His Son

PART TWO: A.D.
6.  The Final Times of J and Buddha
7.  Gnosticism
8.  J Channeled, 1965-1977: 
This Time the Truth Will 
Not Be Buried

9.  The Importance of the Mind
10.The Ladder Disappears

Chart of the Lifetimes 
Examined in This Book

Available at www.amazon.com, www.hayhouse.com,
www.garyrenard.com, and fine bookstores everywhere.
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Many have proclaimed Thinking
and Destiny, Harold W.

Percival’s masterwork, to be the
most complete book ever written on
man and the universe. Here you will
find rare information about your true
identity. With this knowledge, you
will then have the potential to
awaken your own inherent ability to
understand all that constitutes
existence. No authority other than
your very own is needed to
accomplish this.

W FORD OUNDATION, INC.
THE

A Non-Profit Organization Established in 1950
P. O. Box 17510 • Rochester, NY 14617

Toll Free: (877) 272-1531 � Ph: (585) 544-6790
thewordfoundation.org

Quality Soft Cover
978-0-911650-06-8
1080 pp.
$26.00 (shown)

Deluxe Hardbound
978-0-911650-09-9
$36.00

Other Percival Books

Man and Woman and Child In this book you
will encounter rare information regarding
your true identity—the conscious self in the
body—and how you may break the
hypnotic spell your senses and thinking have
cast about you since childhood.

ISBN 978-0-911650-08-2 $14.00

Democracy Is Self-Government Mr. Percival
offers a concept of true Democracy whereby
Justice and Harmony in governmental affairs
require that we first learn to govern our-
selves—our vices, appetites and behavior.
This book points the way.

ISBN 978-0-911650-10-5 $14.00

Masonry and Its Symbols A new light is cast
on the age-old teachings and exalted
purposes of Freemasonry. Masonry and Its
Symbols illuminates how any one of us can
choose to prepare for the highest purposes
of mankind.

ISBN 978-0-911650-07-5 $8.00

THINKING
and

DESTINY

The Word A Quarterly Magazine|
Available to members. Please visit our website.

LoveYoga
Artistic Coffee Table Book  
By Randalle Love

Get inspired by this
collection of artistic,
nude yoga poses. Very

tasteful, and unique, the model
and author, Randalle Love,
expresses the beauty of the
body through the yoga practice,
while incorporating some of her
favorite quotes to encourage
and motivate you. There are 
a total of 36 photos in this col-
lection, and while yoga is one
focus of the book, readers who
also enjoy art, photography, 
as well as anyone looking for
inspiration, will find this book
enjoyable. This is the perfect
book to add to your coffee 
table collection, as it is a great
conversation piece! 

“LoveYoga by Randalle Love
is a collection of black and
white photographs and inspira-
tional quotes. Each photograph
in the collection is a full page
and paired with an inspirational
quote on the accompanying page. One female model is used throughout the 
book, and each portrait captures her in a different yoga pose. The model is nude
throughout the collection; however, the images are tasteful, and no intimate 
portions of the body are exposed. �

“The photographs in this collection are striking, and each has been thoughtfully
placed with a short quote. Although the same model is used throughout the 
collection, I found each portrait and unique yoga pose as interesting as the next.
The photographer, Jessica Holt, shows real skill; the play with light in each photo
really brings the model to life and makes each pose appear fluid. Further, there is
almost a glow surrounding the model in each image, making the photographs all
the more intriguing. Lastly, I appreciated the use of varying angles. Though most
of the images are captured head on, there are a few that are taken from varying
angles, adding dimension to the collection. 
�
“The quotes interspersed between photographs are equally as thought provoking

as the images they accompany. Eleanor Roosevelt, Buddha, George Eliot, Coco
Chanel and George Bernard Shaw are just some of the prolific figures whose
words act as inspirational quotes in this collection. �

“This was an enjoyable book to flip through. Although it doesn’t contain many
words, I found myself lingering on each page for some time, trying to soak in 
the images and corresponding inspirational quotes. Yoga is certainly one focus of
this book; however, I think readers who enjoy art, photography and any who are
looking for inspiration will find this book just as enjoyable as any yoga enthusiast
would.”

Rated 4 out of 4 stars.�  Onlinebookclub.org review

$19.99 Paperback  ISBN 978-0-692-0
Available from www.RandalleLovesYoga.com

Books
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Congratulations Award Winners 

Awakening
The Healer Within
By Maan Kantar

Heal Your Emotions 
and Family Line Issues
It is time to “Awaken the Healer Within”

Having recovered naturally from a
tumour, I am sharing with you amazing
discoveries I made in the fields of

Emotional Healing and Generational Healing.
I have discovered that as a society we all 

suffer from repressed childhood emotions and
from family line issues, that are passed on
from one generation to the other, till one is
brave enough to face them and heal them.

I also discovered that by reaching to our Spiritual Nature and 
connecting to our deeper self we are able to transcend any physical
or emotional challenges.
This book will guide you to unleash your own power of healing

and transformation.

To know more, you can find us on www.connectingwithmaan.com  
$16.90 / Amazon.com

Honorable Mention - Spiritual/Religious - 
2017 London Book Festival AwardsMaan Kantar

How To Live 
From Your Heart
By Nanette Hucknall
2017 Best Book Awards Finalist 
in “Self-Help: Relationships” 

Imagine yourself in a deeply loving
relationship. Imagine
enjoying stimulating
work that matters in
the world. Imagine
the deepest longings
in your heart bloom-
ing into manifestations
of your creativity. 
You already have

the knowledge to 
create this beautiful
life, and the award-winning How to Live from
Your Heart by Nanette Hucknall can help you
find the road map to the wisdom in your heart.
Having an open heart will change you, and

those who are close to you. The heart knows
how to develop beautiful relationships, abun-
dant energy, and creative expression. The heart
is also the way to higher wisdom and the spirit
within.

MSI Press  NanetteVHucknall.com
$19.95 Soft Cover  ISBN 9781942891246

Nanette V. Hucknall

Deepen Relationships, Develop 
Creativity & Discover Inner Wisdom

How to Live 
from Your Heart

Books
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Congratulations Award Winners 

More Journey to 
mystical union through the
sacred and the profane
By Mariah McKenzie

SILVER MEDAL - 
2016 Living Now Book Awards,
Sexuality, Femininity
AWARD FINALIST - 2017 Best Book
Awards, Self-Help: Relationships

Have you ever wanted More? Not more stuff…or money…or
success…or fame…but more intimacy, more connection, more

mystery, more awe. 
Join Mariah McKenzie and her husband Jake on a forbidden and

transcendent journey that takes them from the mundane to the mys-
tical through the sacred and the profane. As they juggle challenges
while raising their two young children, including infidelity and
repressed memories of childhood sexual abuse, they learn to navi-
gate the way together, relying on sacred sexuality and meditation 
to chart a new course. 
“Eat, Pray, Love painted with Fifty Shades of Grey” - “A bold 

celebration of holy intimacy and its capacity to heal.” 
- Elizabeth Jarrett Andrew, Writing the Sacred Journey
Infidelity needn’t destroy a relationship. There’s More. - “Offers

a ray of light to both individuals and couples,” - Margot Anand, 
The Art of Sexual Ecstasy
John Hunt Publishing, O Books imprint  sacredjourneytomore.com
$25.95 Paperback  ISBN 978-1-78535-262-1  $9.99 E-book  272 pp

The New Humans
By visionary-futurist Charol Messenger

First Place Winner!
Soul-Bridge Awards of Europe 2017 
in “Spiritual Awakening of Humanity”
Second Place Book Excellence 2017

Predictions to 3500 A.D. 
New waves of visionaries are in life to serve: 
all peoples, nations and societies, in all endeavors,
including: science, medicine, education; the chil-
dren, animals, the earth and seas. Despite social
chaos, we are actually in a magnanimous shift—
an individual and global spiritual awakening. 

$12.99 6x9 226p, 2018 Update, 9781546790464,
Amazon, Ingram, B&N, Kindle, wholesale for six
titles at Createspace. TheNewHumanityAuthor.com

Crossing All Boundaries
By Suzanne Nemec

2017 Best Book Awards Finalist-NewAge 
A moving story of former lovers,

Demetri and Astraea, who fall in love
once again, as Joshua and Jennifer; 

finding themselves in the throes of some-
thing illegal: interdimensional marriage.

As forces continue to threaten
Gisabella’s reign, Josh and Jennifer must
decide whether true love can conquer all.

Passionately Gluten Free LLC
$14.77 Paperback  348 pages  $4.77 eBook

IBSN 978-0999041703
www.suzannenemec.net Amazon, Ingram, B&N
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Congratulations Award Winners 

Magic And Miracles
In The Arms Of Angels

By Linda K. Reed
$11.99 Paperback  ISBN 9781504383073
$28.95 HC  9781504383059  $3.99 E-Book
Balboa Press  www.lindakreed.com
2017 Best Book Awards –
Spirituality/Inspirational 

5 Star Review   Readers’ Favorite

Wisdom House Books   www.jmacmedium.com
$12.95 SC  ISBN 978-0-9988261-0-3  $2.99 ebook   

Channeling The Mothership
Messages from the Universe

By Jerry McDaniel

2017 BOOKFEST 
BEST BOOKS FINALIST

NEW AGE NON FICTION
Psychic medium and clairvoyant Jerry McDaniel’s
readings, writings and messages have been
received by thousands of people in over 

sixty five countries. These messages have been
obtained by channeling his Higher Self, which is
connected to God, Spirit and the Universe and
compiled into this book. Enjoy the journey.

Miracles Master the Art
By Nancy Lynne Harris, M.A.
$14.95 Pbk  ISBN 978-0-9815-0464-3

GodSpirits United, LLC  www.NancyLHarris.com
“Proficiently details the thought process
required to manifest desired outcomes...” 
Recommended by US Review of Books. 

Self-Help Finalist 
Book Excellence Awards



Gift Ideas

Earth Angel
Find Your Power, Shine Your Light

By Karen J. Vivenzio 
$11.99 SC  ISBN 978-1-948262-69-9 
$23.99 HC  ISBN 978-1-948262-70-5  
TopLink www.karenjvivenzio.com 

An enlightening guide to awaken your inner
wisdom and discover your spiritual gifts.

Cannabis for Seniors 
By Beverly A. Potter, PhD

$18.95 Pbk  ISBN 9781579512422
Ronin Publishing

www.roninpub.com/cansen.html
Debunks myths seniors may have about
cannabis. Describes how to use it to
improve health & reduce opioid use.

The Purifying Room
The Cosmic Adventures 
of Crystee Daveen
By Kaiyann Isa

A beautiful cosmic adventure for everyone
from young teens to adults who desire to
activate their own self-healing abilities!
Discover how you can purify your body
and release emotional blocks and mis-

aligned energy. It’s time to awaken to your
true divine essence, so open your heart and
begin to remember who you really are. 

Balboa Press
www.CosmiqueFocus.net & Balboapress.com

Available on Amazon and B&N

$23.95 SC   $3.99 E-Book
52 Pages 

ISBN 9781504310734

Invasion Revealed 
Healing Alcoholism, 

Mental Illness & Drug Addiction 
By Nancy L. Harris, M.A.

Explains how to heal yourself from 
alcoholism and depression from a 
spiritual perspective. Tells specific 

powerful words to think to change your
mental atmosphere - to drive out the
invisible negative invading forces that
are tormenting your mind, destroying
your family, and preventing you from

living a normal peaceful life.
GodSpirits United, LLC

$9.95 Paperback  ISBN 978-0981504650
www.NancyLHarris.com

The Everything Answer Book
By Amit Goswami, Ph.D.

Goswami’s basic premise is that quantum
physics is not only the future of science, but
it’s also the key to understanding conscious-
ness, death, God, psychology, and the mean-
ing of life. Quantum physics is an antidote to
the moral sterility and mechanistic approach
of scientific materialism. Moreover, it is the
best and clearest approach to understanding
our universe. In short, quantum physics is

indeed the theory of everything.

Hampton Roads Publishing Company, Inc.
$18.95 SC  ISBN 978-1-57174-762-4

www.redwheelweiser.com

Spirit of Chocolate 
A Woman’s Journey to the 

Rainforest in Search of Her Dreams
By JoAnne Dodgson 

“Spirit of Chocolate is a truly enchanting
story...this book is a true gem!” 

~ Sandra Ingerman
This magical story will guide our way through
the changing times on the earth. Let the medi-
cines of the rainforest and the spirit of chocolate

show you the way home to your heart.
Balboa Press  

$8.99 SC ISBN 9781504391894
$28.95 HC ISBN 9781504391917

Pudge Learns to Meditate
A Guide for Getting Young Minds Mindful

By Kimberly a. Rainville
Hand Illustrated by Adam T. Hewitt 

Tellwell Pub.  kimberlyareiki.wixsite.com/northbay
$18.95 USD  Amazon, B&N, Indiebound.org
Filled with easy-to-follow mindful breathing exer-
cises and mini meditation for home or classroom.

Guided Journals, Affirmations
to support healing
By Carol A. Cassara, M.S.
A Guided Journal for Healing
$15.95 ISBN 978-0-9987547-2-7
www.ahealingspirit.org/healing/
Harness mind-body healing power through 
prompts, activities. Write, collage, draw, 
paint. A caring gift.

Healing Affirmation Card Deck
$14.95 ISBN 978-0-9987547-4-1
www.ahealingspirit.org/healing/
50 portable, beautiful daily affirmations 
focus on mind-body healing, optimum 
health. Thoughtful gift idea.

A Guided Journal through Grief
$15.95 ISBN 978-0-9987547-1-0
www.ahealingspirit.org/grief/
Gentle prompts, activities, suggestions for rituals 
to help work through grief. Lovely condolence gift.

Releasing Grief Affirmation 
Card Deck
$14.95 ISBN 978-0-9987547-3-4
www.ahealingspirit.org/grief/
50 lovely, compact, supportive affirmations; 
daily meditations to help release grief. 
Sensitive gift idea.
Healing Spirit Publications, San Jose, CA
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www.joannedodgson.com   Also available: Amazon, B&N, Ingram
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I’ll Take Hypnosis with a 
Side of Mediumship:

A Journey from Atheism to Spirituality
By Garry Gewant 

$21.99 SC $3.99  Ebook  ISBN 978-1-5043-9152-8
Balboa Press  www.HYP4LIFE.com 

A cynic is directed by synchronicity to explore
life with an open mind and the amazing results.

Gift Ideas

HOPI PROPHECY NOW!  
One-Heart Awakening

By Adom
$16.95 Pbk  ISBN 978-0-9674053-1-5
Sacred Media sacredmedia.com
Revealing Ancient Prophecies for 

survival during these times with Hopi 
and Tibetan Wisdom~lineage Teachings.

Imprint: A Memoir of Trauma 
in the Third Generation
By Claire Sicherman

$22.95 Pbk  ISBN 9781987915570
Caitlin Press  www.caitlin-press.com

A testimony to the mind-body 
connection between mother and son—
descendants of Holocaust survivors.

My Extraordinary Experiences
By Viviana Verheesen

$22.99 Paperback $3.99 Ebook
ISBN 978-1-5043-0424-5  Balboa Press  

www.vivianaverheesen.com
“Addictive, Original, Captivating! 

Read this in one go!”  
“Fascinating Book. I couldn’t put it down!”

A Moment for Mom
Self-Care for Busy Moms 

101 Free Ways for Moms to Balance Body,
Mind, Emotions and Spirit in 30 seconds 
By Alice Langholt   AliceLangholt.com 
$7.97 Pbk  ISBN 978-1505417173
CreateSpace, Amazon, Ingram

Busy moms will find themselves becoming more patient,
present, happier & loving after reading this book.

You Are Sensitive! 2nd Edition
By Dr. Emil Faithe

$18.95 Pbk  ISBN 978-1-63492-139-8
BookLocker  www.BookLocker.com

www.HealingWizards.com  
The empathic sensitive person’s 

ultimate guide to survival, healing,
and self-empowerment.

The Straight Path
A Religious Guide to Finding 
and Fulfilling One’s Purpose
By Christian Edward

$14.95 Pbk  ISBN 978-1-61852-118-7
TurningStonePress.com

This guide explains how to find and fulfill
one's purpose, and draw closer to God.

Gypsy Fugue
An Archetypal Memoir
By Marlene A. Schiwy

$24.95 Pbk  ISBN 9781987915594
Caitlin Press  www.caitlin-press.com
A vulnerable and self-questioning memoir
filled with scholarly explorations, syn-

chronicities, Jungian insights and wisdom.

Cool Creative Press LLC   Coolcreativepress.com
$14.95 Hardcover   ISBN 978-0-9990720-0-4

Available: Amazon   Wholesale orders: sales@coolcreativepress.com

Ode to Love 
A Journey of Awakening 
By Sarah L. Dickey

A Rumi-esque prose poem 
that continually invites one 
to live from their hearts. 
Each page is adorned with 
stunning b&w photographs. 
Will you answer the call to

make your life an Ode to Love?

The Dreaming Road
By Elizabeth Moore

The Dreaming Road provides a 
“psychological autopsy” of the motiva-
tions, thoughts, and feelings of Callie, a
16-year-old girl who dies by suicide and
finds herself in heaven. Her devastated
mother begins a desperate search for her.
Through dream visits, channeled mes-
sages and a spiritual healer, they learn
that life is eternal and love never dies. 

Turning Stone Press
$29.95 SC  ISBN 978-1-61852-120-0

www.thedreamingroad.com
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Just Be Love 
Messages on the Spiritual and Human Journey

By David Schroeder 
$17.99 Softcover 

ISBN 978-15043-4245-2  $3.99 E-Book 
Balboapress.com, Amazon B&N 

Vignettes on human love and the intent
of divine love - to remember we are love.

Templar Tarot: The Journey
Artist: Allen Chester
Author: Stephen Dafoe

$39.95 / 101 Card Deck & 176 pg Book
Order now at

www.inspirebydesign.com. 
Email for quantity discount.

Living From The Center Within
Co-creating Who You Are Becoming

By Michele Rae
$16.95 Pbk  ISBN 978-1-55778-929-7
Paragon House, Bookmasters (Atlas Books)

www.centerwithin.com
Journey toward living a life you love

in higher consciousness.

 

    

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Sharon A. Brunink, Ph.D.

Intuitive Journaling as a 
Tool for Growth

Lessons from My
Inner Teacher

        

         

                 
               
               
             

            
             

            
            

            
            

      

                   
    

       
   
        

              
   

            
          

          

               
              

    
      
          

Lessons From My Inner Teacher 
Intuitive Journaling as a Tool for Growth

By Sharon A. Brunink, Ph.D.  
$17.99 Softcover  ISBN 9781452581941   
BalboaPress.com; also on Amazon, B&N 

www.sharonbrunink.com  
Learn to access unlimited, higher wisdom 

& knowledge through the soul’s 
inner guidance using intuitive journaling.

The Love of a Master
By Rev. Jesus Garcia, D.S.S. 

At once profoundly wise and universally
practical, this intimate memoir reveals
the remarkable day-to-day teachings of
an inspiring modern-day spiritual master,
Dr. John-Roger, to his all-too-human 
disciple, actor/producer Jesus Garcia—
who courageously shares their 26-year
journey of friendship and soul transcen-
dence with heart-rending transparency,
vulnerability, and unconditional love.

Scott J-R Productions
$19.34 SC, $9.24 Kindle  ISBN 978-0692881262
Order: Amazon & SoulTranscendence.com

How I Beat 
Macular Degeneration

in the Early Stages 
and How You Can, Too!
By Alan N. McClain

A NEW TOTAL HEALTH PROGRAM
FOR AGES 18 AND UP 

Builds energy & career success -
improves vision - proven health tips.
Enables most who are over age 50 to
avoid or overcome, in the early stages, 
a worldwide eye epidemic currently

affecting one in three people over age 65.
CreateSpace.com 

$19.99 Oversize SC  ISBN 978-1515250500
BeatMacularDegeneration.com

or BeatMacDegen.com

If Joan of Arc Had Cancer
Finding Courage, Faith and Healing from

History’s Most Inspirational Woman Warrior
By Janet Lynn Roseman, PhD

$15.95 Pbk ISBN 978-1- 060868-318-5
www.newworldlibrary.com

Reclaim inner strength with the icon of
feminine courage and faith, Joan of Arc.

Dancing at Angel Abbey
By Lauren M. Bloom

Dancing at Angel Abbey shares the
heartwarming, humorous, and inspiring
story of one woman’s journey into a
realm where Heaven and Earth 

intertwine, archangels eagerly share their
wisdom, and Divine destiny awaits.
"A deftly crafted and compelling read

from first page to last." 
- Midwest Book Review

Balboa Press  www.BalboaPress.com
$22.99 Paperback  ISBN 978-1-5043-5331-1 
$39.95 Hardcover  ISBN 978-1504353335

www.DancingAtAngelAbbey.com
Winner in New Age Fiction - International Book Awards

Gift Ideas

Healing the Wounds of Childhood
By Don St. John, PHD

$16.95 Pbk  ISBN 9780997130102
PathofConnection.com Avail: Ingram
A must read for anyone in recovery 
or seeking psycho-spiritual growth.

Benjamin Franklin
Body/Mind/Spirit Silver Winner

Touching Lives, One Song at a Time
By Jennifer Jonas 

$11.99 Pbk  ISBN 978-1-5043-7676-1 
$4.99 e-Book  BalboaPress.com

www.jenniferjonas.com
Somewhat akin to “Chicken Soup 
for the Soul,” Jonas' 25 musical 
stories will touch your heart.

Spiritual Balancing
A Guidebook for Living in the Light

By Diana Burney
$17.99 Pbk  ISBN 9781583949887

North Atlantic Books www.EarthRelease.com
Spiritual wisdom and techniques 
for healing and self empowerment 

of body, mind, and spirit.
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Gift Ideas

Creating a Lifetime of Wellness: 
Start Having the Life You Deserve

By Aura E. Martinez  
$15.95 SC; $30.95 HC  ISBN 978-1-4582-2088-2
AbbottPress.com, B&N & Amazon

www.auraemartinez.com
Have the great well-being that you deserve

for a lifetime. Find out how today!

:: SACRED HEART :: SOUL ART ::
By Elisa A Maggio

$19.95 Pbk  ISBN 978-0-9974018-3-7
Touch The Earth Healing Arts
wwww.elisasoulartist.com

New Apple Book Awards - New Age /
Mind Body Spirit Medalist Winner
Mixes abstract art and free verse.

By George!
George Washington Views the Past, 
Present, and the Future
By Betsy Jo Miller, Scribe

Here several of our
Founders share the 
connection between the

past and present that answers
George Washington’s concern
that, “Without this perspective
it will be hard to revitalize your
country from its current dol-
drums, provinciality, deceptive-
ness, and lack of perspective.”
They urge concerned citizens

to make many changes rather
than abetting those leading us
in continual wars, terrorism,
and deadly weather changes.
They promise their help when
we begin facing these mayhems,
while giving examples of how 
to create a glorious future as 
the gift of those lessons.
Also discover here the true

relationship of Washington with his family and Sally Fairfax;
Jefferson’s with Sally Hemings; and Adams with Jefferson – an
example for us all.

CreateSpace.com
$24.99 Soft Cover & $9.99 E-book

ISBN 978197458  
Order: bookstores and Amazon

Your Life Path
Life Mapping Tools to Help You Follow 
Your Heart and Live Your Dream, Now!

By Linda K. Watts, Ph.D.
$34.99 HC ISBN 978-1-63144-078-6  Kindle

Skyhorse Publishers / Carrel Books
betterendingsnow.com  Available: New Leaf
Provides a complete, self-discovery based

life mapping toolkit. Live Your Dream, Now!

Soul Explorer 
Healing through Past Life Regression

By Patricia S. McGivern
$15.95 Pbk ISBN 978-0692814178

Soul Key www.PatriciaMcGivern.com
Reviews: “Riveting! A Must Read.” 
“Fascinating and compelling.”
“Intriguing. A fantastic read.”

Sold exclusively through New Leaf DISTRIBUTING COMPANY

The Original Angel® Cards
9780934245524  |  $11.95

The Original Angel® Cards 
Book
9780934245500  |  $7.95

Also available as a set!
The Original Angel®  

Cards & Book Set
9780934245517  $18.95

Over 1.3 million sold in six languages!

Experience one of the most powerful ways to connect with the angels.

Created by Kathy Tyler & Joy Drake.

This Silver Anniversary Edition features 20 new cards, bonus stickers, pocket sized 
carrying case and more!

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

It’s Time to Answer Cancer’s
Wake-up Call to Life – with 
An Inside Job
By Susan Barbara Apollon

“Getting well against all odds is not
a spontaneous remission. It is 

self-induced healing. Susan shares what
changes you need to make in your life to
have that happen.” — Bernie Siegel, MD

“Life-changing and potentially life-
saving. If you have cancer, read this book
cover to cover, over and over.”
— Susan Silberstein, PhD, Founder and
Director, The Center for Advancement 
in Cancer Education and BeatCancer.org

An Inside Job: 
A Psychologist Shares Healing Wisdom
for Your Cancer Journey
Matters of the Soul
$24.95 Paperback 435 pages
ISBN 978-0975403600
www.aninsidejobforhealingcancer.com

An Inside Job Companion: 
Making Healing Personal
Matters of the Soul  $21.95 Pbk  144 pages
ISBN 978-0-9754036-0-0  
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Qty Title Price Total
____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

____________________________________________________

Order Form

Make check or money order payable to:

Subtotal

Sales Tax
(If Applicable)

Postage &
Handling

Amount
Enclosed

Name ______________________________

Address______________________________

City, State, Zip ________________________

Phone ______________________________

E-mail ______________________________

Postage & Handling
$10.01 or less – $4.00 $30.01 – $40.00 = $7.00

$10.01 – $20.00 = $5.00 $40.01 – $50.00 = $8.00

$20.01 – $30.00 = $6.00 $50.01 or more = $9.00

All Prices are in U.S. Dollars

To advertise titles in our next 
quarterly issue, or order free copies

for your bookstore, visit 
www.LeadingEdgeReview.com
Sheila@Leadingedgereview.com

(952) 217-4665

Responsible Living
Explorations in Applied Buddhist
Ethics – Animals, Environment,
GMOs, Digital Media
By Ron Epstein, PhD

Does genetic 
engineering have

the potential to be 
as dangerous as a
nuclear holocaust?
Will playing games
online lead to brain
shrinkage? These and
other environmental
and moral dilemmas
of the modern world
are discussed in this collection of essays
which include pollution, animal cruelty,
genetically modified foods, and our addic-
tions to digital and social media. 
Dr. Epstein, a retired lecturer at 

San Francisco State University, holds a 
B.A. from Harvard and a Ph.D. from UC,
Berkeley. He co-sponsored legislation
which banned the growing of GMOs in
northern California.

www.buddhisttexts.org
$12 Paperback   ISBN 978-1-60103-099-3   

Distributed by New Leaf

After the Rain
By Neil Tatar

“The 
talent

that comes
together on 
this album is
incredible! 
This is 
fantastic
music, it is
like the masterpiece painting that you 
have been looking for.” - Keith Hannalek,
New Age Music Reviews
Neil Tatar has been working (yet again) 

at the Imaginary Road Studios with 
Will Ackerman and many other high-talent 
musicians, such as Charlie Bisharat, 
Jeff Oster and others. Jonathan Widran,
Music Connection writes, “While many
influential artists are renowned for their
prowess on  a single instrument, Neil Tatar
stands out with new works that draw from
his compositional brilliance on both piano
and acoustic guitar on After The Rain.” 

Tatar Associates
$14.99 CD  UPC 015882074827

Available at quality book & record stores.
Distributed by New Leaf.

My Last Life on Earth 
Through My Eyes: Elvis Presley
By Grace Pearl
Discover the amazing, true-life story of Elvis and the 
compassionate spiritual message he conveys to humanity.

“F rom this dimension, where Souls who have completed their
experience on Earth continue their lives – I want to set the

record straight about who I was, as Elvis Presley, and about my
last life on that planet.”
In this touching and captivating book by Grace Pearl, Elvis Presley 

first sets the record straight about who he was and the life he led. Then, in a compelling
message, he explains that our true reality is a spiritual one and that the awakening of
consciousness is the key to meet the great challenges humanity faces today.

Ariane-Books.com  $19.95 Soft Cover  ISBN 978-2-89626-411-7


